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Abstract of Dissertation presented to the Graduate Council
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE BOUNDED ORBIT CONJECTURE

By

Stephanie M. Boyles

June 1980

Chairman: Gerhard X. Ritter
Major Department: Mathematics

A long outstanding problem in the topology of Euclidean spaces

is the Bounded Orbit Conjecture, which states that every homeomorphism

of the plane onto itself, with the property that the orbit of every

point is bounded, must have a fixed point. It is well known that the

conjecture is true for orientation preserving homeomorphisms. We

provide a counterexample to the conjecture by constructing a fixed

point free orientation reversing homeomorphism which satisfies the

hypothesis of the conjecture.

Chapter I contains a summary of definitions and notation used in

the text, as well as a historical perspective of the Bounded Orbit

Conjecture. In Chapter II, we present the counterexample to the

Bounded Orbit Conjecture. This homeomorphism can be outlined as

follows. On the complement of the strip |x| < 1, h is a reflection

across the y-axis. In the strip itself, h is defined on the images of

an arc A = {(x,y) : |x| < 1 and y = 0} and extended in a piecewise

fashion to the remainder of the strip. With this construction, every

vi



point on A has a bounded orbit even though the orbit of A itself is

unbounded. Consequences of the counterexample in Chapter II are

revealed in the first part of Chapter III; in the final section of

Chapter III, we furnish two problems in planar fixed point theory

which remain unsolved.
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CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARIES

The first section of this chapter introduces notation and

definitions used in the sequel. For a more detailed approach the

reader is refered to (11). In the second section we provide a

historical perspective of the Bounded Orbit Conjecture. This

summary begins with Brouwer's original Translation Theorem and

mentions results obtained by other researchers since that time.

1. Notation and definitions . The letters p, q, v are used to denote

2
points in E . Line segments and open arcs are designated by S and A,

respectively. The letter t always stands for a real number between

and 1; and i, j, k, m, n take only integer values. We let x and y

correspond to the x and y coordinates of a point in E .

A homeomorphism of the plane is a bijective continuous transforma-

tion of 2-dimensional Euclidean space E . Homeomorphisms of the plane

fall into two categories, orientation preserving and orientation rever-

sing. The intuitive idea is simple. A homeomorphism of the plane

preserves orientation if the image of every clockwise oriented simple

closed curve is again clockwise oriented; it reverses orientation if the

image of ewery clockwise oriented simple closed curve is counter-clockwise

oriented. Note that both a translation and a rotation are orientation

preserving, while a reflection is an orientation reversing homeomorphism.

-1-
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The rigorous definition of this concept is given in terms of homology

theory as follows. Let h be a homeomorphism from E
n

onto itself, and

let h' denote the unique extension of h to S
n

= E
n
u{°°}, defined by

h'(oo) = oo ancj n ' restricted to E
n
equals h. The homeomorphism h' is

said to be orientation preserving or orientation reversing according

as the induced isomorphism h'*: H (S
n

)
-> H (S

n
) is or is not the

identity. The map h is orientation preserving if h ' is orientation

preserving; it is orientation reversing if h' is orientation reversing.

We note that the composition of an odd (even) number of orientation

preserving homeomorphisms is an orientation reversing (preserving)

homeomorphism.

The orbit of a point p is defined as the set of all h (p), where k

ranges over the integers. Note that under a rotation, as well as a

reflection, the orbit of every point is bounded. Whereas, if h is a

translation, the orbit of every point is unbounded.

A set of n points in E is said to be in general position if no m+2

of them lie in an m-plane. Let v
1

, v
2

, . . . , v be n points in general

position in E . Denote the closed convex hull of {v, , v
2

, ..., v }

(i.e. the smallest convex set containing (v, , v
2

, ..., v }) by

<v-j ,v
2
,. . . »v

n
>. By a linear map we shall mean a map

h : <v
1

,v
2
,...,v

n
> -* <h(v-,),h(v

2
),...,h(v

n
)>

defined by

£
n

t.v. + E
n

t,h(v.) , where £
n

t, < 1.

i=l
^

i=l
n 1

i=l
n "



2. History of the Bounded Orbit Conjecture . In 1912, L. E. J. Brouwer

proved his famous translation theorem (9) which states that if h is an

orientation preserving homeomorphism of E onto itself having no fixed

points, then h is a translation. By a translation, Brouwer meant that

for each point p in E , h
n
(p) * «° as n -* ±»; that is, the orbit of

every point is unbounded. Thus, if h is an orientation preserving

2
homeomorphism of E onto itself such that the orbit of some point is

bounded, then h must have a fixed point. Obviously, Brouwer' s theorem

cannot be true for orientation reversing homeomorphisms. For instance,

let h be a reflection across the y-axis followed by the upward shift

f(x,y) = (-x , -y-|x|+l) in the strip determined by |x| < 1 (figure 1).

Then every point (x,y) with |x| > 1 has a bounded orbit, even though h

is fixed point free.

2
The question arose as to whether or not any homeomorphism of E onto

itself with the property that the orbit of every point is bounded must

have a fixed point. This eventually became known as the bounded orbit

problem, and a considerable amount of research relating to this problem

has accumulated in the literature (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), (7), (8), (10),

(12), (13), (15), (16), (17), and (18). Since the Bounded Orbit Conjecture

is true for orientation preserving homeomorphisms (1), any counterexample

to the conjecture must be orinetation reversing. However, if a homeo-

morphism h is orientation reversing with bounded orbits, then h is

orientation preserving with bounded orbits and, according to Brouwer's

theorem (9), must have a fixed point. Thus, one considers the question:

does every homeomorphism, whose square has a fixed point, leave some

point fixed itself? In 1974, Gordon Johnson (12) answered this question
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in the negative by giving an example of a fixed point free homeomorphism

2
of E onto itself with the property that each of its iterates has a fixed

point. We note that Johnson's example is not a counterexample to the

Bounded Orbit Conjecture since the orbits of points are not bounded.

In a 1975 paper Brechner and Mauldin (7) showed that if there exists

p
a fixed point free homeomorphism h of E onto itself such that the orbits

of bounded sets are bounded, then there is a compact continuum M in E

which does not separate the plane and which is invariant under h. The

next year Bell (3) announced that every homeomorphism of the plane onto

itself leaving a non-separating continuum M invariant has a fixed point in

M. Thus, any counterexample to the Bounded Orbit Conjecture must be orien-

tation reversing and must contain a compact set whose orbit is unbounded.

Initially, the concept of a compact set whose orbit is unbounded, with

every point on that compact set having bounded orbit, seems contradictory.

However, by modifying an example in (14), Brechner and Mauldin (7) used

the standard stereographic projection in order to obtain a homeomorphism

of the plane in which the orbit of an arc is unbounded, even though the

orbit of every point on that arc is bounded. We note that the example

mentioned above is not fixed point free.

The objective of this dissertation is to give a counterexample to

the Bounded Orbit Conjecture; that is, to construct a fixed point free

2orientation reversing homeomorphism of E onto itself with the property

that the orbit of every point is bounded. The counterexample constructed

in Chapter II has the property that any arc connecting a point p with its

image h(p) has unbounded orbit. To see that every counterexample to the

Bounded Orbit Conjecture must exhibit this property, let f be a
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homeomorphism of the plane onto itself, and suppose that A is an arc

connecting a point p with its image f(p). If the orbit of A is bounded,

then the closure of the orbit of A, together with the bounded components

contained in this closure, is a non-separating continuum which is

invariant under f. Thus, by Bell's theorem (3), if the orbit of A

is bounded, then f must leave some point fixed and cannot be a counter-

example to the Bounded Orbit Conjecture.



CHAPTER II

A FIXED POINT FREE HOMEOMORPHISM WITH BOUNDED ORBITS

In this chapter we present the counterexample to the Bounded

Orbit Conjecture. The definition of the homeomorphism h, which will

serve as the counterexample, is given in section one. Section two

explains why the homeomorphism is fixed point free. In section three

we prove that the orbit of every point is bounded. We conclude this

chapter by showing that h is indeed a homeomorphism.

1. Definition of h . Let B denote the open strip {(x,y) : |x| < 1}.

If p is not in B, define h(p) = h(x,y) e (-x,y), where = indicates

definition. Thus, on the complement of B the map is a reflection

across the y-axis.

To describe the homeomorphism on B, we first define h on a

countable set of points which will be the vertices of convex polygons

in B. For all m > and k >_ 1 , let

v
±m,0

=
^ ±m/(m+l) » ), and

v. .
= ( ±m/(m+l) , Z

k
l/(m+i) ).-m,K

i=1

For all j and k ^0, define

h(v ) = v . ,

j,k (-i)
K+l

-j,k+l

Denote <v . , , , v. .> by S. .. Extend h linearly on S. . by
J-'jK J,K j,K J,K

-6-
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defining

h(S
j>k ) - h(< Vj _ l5k

, v
jjk

>) ~= <h( Vj _ ljk ) , h(v
j}k

)>, for J, k> 0.

Let A = {(x,y) : |x| < 1 and y = 0}. Thus, h*(A) = U , „ S. .

(figure 2). Note that the positive orbit of A forms an unbounded

sequence of arcs contained in the half of B having non-negative y-coord-

inate, and that the intersection of any two of these arcs is empty.

One may view the homeomorphism h on h (A), k ^ 0, as the following

composition: h = ir'r's, where s is a shift of every segment S- . either

"left" one segment if k is odd (i.e. for all j, S. .
* S. , . ) , or

"right" one segment if k is even (i.e. for all j, S. .-* S.
+

-, . ), r is

k+1
a reflection through the y-axis, and -n is an upward projection to h (A)

k-1 k
To describe h on the regions between h (A) and h (A), k > 0,

consider the following two sequences of points on each vertical segment

<V • I i , v . i
>:

J, k-1 ' j,k

1/n
v = v + (v - v )/n, where n >_ 3, and
j,k j,k-l j,k j,k-l

(n-l)/n
v = v + (v - v )(n-l)/n, where n >_ 2.

j,k j,k-l j,k j,k-l

1/n (n-l)/n

Note that (v.
k

}
n>3

and {v.
k

)
n>2

are sequences converging to v^
k _-|

and v. . , respectively. Let
J »

K

t t t



t

A
k,t

= u j=-~
s
j,k>

where t = 1/n for n >_ 3, or t = (n-l)/n for n >_ 2. Thus, for every

positive integer k {A^-,,,,}^ and {A^^
)/n) 2̂

are disjoint

sequences of open arcs between h
" (A) and h (A) limiting to h (A)

and h (A), respectively. For k > 1, and for all j, define

1/n l/(n-2)
h(v )

= v . , for n > 4,

j,k (-i)
K
-j,k+l

1/3 2/3
h(v ) = v , and

j,k -j,k+l

(n-l)/n (n+l)/(n+2)
h(v ) = v . , , for n > 2.

j,k (-1)
K

-j,k+l

For all j and k >_ 1 , extend h linearly to a homeomorphism on the

segments s^
n"^ /n ,n>2, and S

1/n
, n >_ 3, by defining

j,k j,k

h(S
{n " 1)/n

)
= h(<v

(n - |)/n
, v

(n " 1)/n
>)

j,k j-l,k j,k

<h(v
(n " 1)/n

) , h(v
(n " 1)/n

)> , and

j-l.k j,k

h(S
1/n

)
= h(<v

1/n
, v

1/n
>)

j,k j-l,k j,k

ch(v
1/n

) , h(v
1/n

):

j-l.k j,k

We define h on the region between A. » .>, and A.
n /( n+ -i) >

where n > 2, by mapping each vertical segment <p,q> joining A, / .»,

to A^ , . . Refer to figure 3 for k odd.
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We map the region between A. ,,, and A. -, ,~ to the region between

\+l 1/? anc' \+l 3/4 as follows: tor all j, k >_ 1 ,
and n = 3,4, we

define h as a linear map so that

V(n-l) l/(n-l) 1/n

h(<v , v , v . >)

j-l,k j,k j+(-l+(-l)
K
)/2,k

l/(n-l) l/(n-l) 1/n

= <h(v ) , h(v ) , h(v . )> , and

j-l,k j,k j+(-l+(-D
K
)/2,k

1/n 1/n l/(n-l)
h(<v , v , v

j-l,k j,k j-(l+M) )/2,k

1/n 1/n l/(n-l)

= <h(v ) , h(v ) , h(v . )> .

j-l,k j,k j_(i+(_i)
K
)/ 2 ,k

For odd k refer to figure 4. Observe that, for n >_ 2,

h(A
k,(n-l)/n )

= A
k+l,(n+l)/(n+2) '

Note also that the ima9 e under h

of a vertical segment joining A, -, ,~ to h (A) is a vertical segment

k+1
joining A. + , ?.. to h (A). Similarly, a vertical segment joining

k-1 k
h (A) to A. -,

,fl
is mapped under h to a vertical segment joining h (A)

to A,
+ -| -j ,p. On the region between A. ,,„ and A, -,

/2
, h may also

be viewed as the composition of three maps: a shift s, a reflection r

through the y-axis, and an upward projection tt to the region between

\+l 1/2
and A

k+1 3/4* Mote that wtien ^ 1S oclci \ 1/4
sni'tts "right"

and A. , ,^ shifts "left," the reverse occurs when k is even; s is the

identity on A, , ,~ whether k is odd or even (figure 4).

For a point p in B on or below the reflection of h(A) through the

x-axis, define h(p) = -h~ (-p). We extend h linearly on the region
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between h" (A) and A by sending every vertical segment <p,q> joining

h
-1

(A) to A to the segment <h(p),h(q)>

2. h is fixed point free . Clearly no point in the complement of B

remains fixed under h. For every k, h is fixed point free on h (A)

k k+1
since the intersection of h (A) and h (A) is empty. If p is a point

between h
k-1

(A) and h
k
(A), then h(p) is between h

k
(A) and h

k+1
(A); thus,

P t h(p).

3. Every point has bounded orbit . If p is in the complement of B, then

the orbit of p is the two point set p and h(p).

Observe that

h
n
(v

kj0 )
= h

n
( k/(k+l) , )

2n+k
=

( (-l)
n
(n+k)/(n+k+l) , z 1/i ), for n,k > 1, and

i=n+k+l

h
n
(v_

k Q
)

= h
n

( -k/(k+l) , )

2n-k
=

( (-l)
n
(n-k)/(n-k+l) , I 1/i ) , for k >_ 1 , n > k.

i=n-k+l

Since (e- =1
1/i - log n) -> y as n -> », where y is the Euler constant,

one can show that, for fixed k,

2n+k 2n-k
lim z 1/i = lim z 1/i = log 2.

n-~>° i=n+k+l rH« i=n-k+l
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Hence, for every j, the positive orbit of v. n is bounded. If p is

in <Vj_
lj0 , v

j>0
>, then h

n
(p) is in <h

n
(v

j
_

]
^) , h

n
(v
jj0

)> implies

that the positive orbit of every point on A is bounded. Observe

k kthat if p is on h (A), then h" (p) is on A; thus, the positive orbit

of every point on h (A) is bounded for every k > 0.

To check points between h
k_1

(A) and h
k
(A), for k >_ 1 , we first

consider a point p in the region above A
k 1/2

and below h
k
(A). Let

q be the point on h (A) which is directly above p (i.e. q is the

intersection of h (A) with the vertical line containing p). Since

q has bounded positive orbit and h
n
(p) is directly below h

n
(q), for all

n > 0, the positive orbit of p must also be bounded. Next suppose

p is between A
k)1/ ( n+1 j

and \^ /n
, where n > 2. By construction

there is a positive integer m such that h
m
(p) is between A, . ,„ and

k+m,l/2

h (A). Thus, the above argument shows that p has a bounded positive

orbit. In fact, since a point between h"
k
(A) and h"

k+1
(A), k > 0, is

between A and h(A) after k applications of h, all po : nts in B have

bounded positive orbits.

One can see that the negative orbits of points in B are bounded

by recalling that h
_1

(p) = -h(-p).

4
- h is a homeomorphism . It follows from the construction that h is

bijective, and that h is continuous at every point (x,y) with Ixl f 1.

To show that h is continuous on the lines x = ±1 we first consider a

point (-l,y), where y > 0. Since h is a reflection on the left side

of the line x = -1 , it suffices to show that if (x ,y ) -> f-l,y)

then h(x
m ,ym ) + (l,y ), where i(\,y

m )} is contained in B.
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Observe that B is partitioned into convex polygons bounded by the

lines x = ±n/(n+l) and the arcs h (A), where n and k are integers.

Thus, for m sufficiently large (\>Ym ) is contained in a quadrilateral

bounded by the lines x = -n /(n +1 ) , x = -(n -l)/n , and the arcs
k _i u in I" iii m

h
m

(A) and h
m
(A), where n > 4. Hence,

m —

n +k+l n +k +1W^Si-V^ and E
. ,

Vliy.ii 1 m
1/1.

1=n
m
+1 i=n

m

Let h(x
m ,ym )

= (x
m

' ,ym
'

) . By viewing the image of the quadrilateral

one can see that

(v^v^'^v^v*) and ^J^-V i^
m+vl

i/i.
1=n

m
+2 ^V 1

Since x * -1 , n must increase without bound; thus, x ' - 1. Tomm m

see that Vm
' -* y observe that

n +k +1 n +k +1 n +k +1 n +k +3

The differences of the sums on each side of the bound decrease to

as m * »; hence, ym ~Vm
' * implies that y ' * y. The arguments

for the remaining points of form (±1 ,±y) are analogous to the argument

given above.



CHAPTER III

CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. Consequences . By modifying an example of Bing's (5), Brechner

and Mauldin (7) gave an example of a fixed point free orientation

3
preserving homeomorphism of E onto itself with the property that

the orbit of every point is bounded. Examples of fixed point free

orientation preserving and orientation reversing homeomorphisms of

3
E onto itself, with the property that the orbit of every point is

bounded, follow as easy corollaries from the example we constructed

in Chapter II. The homeomorDhism f defined by f(x,y,z) = (h(x,y),z),

where h is the homeomorphism constructed above, verifies the corollary

for the orientation reversing case. For the orientation preserving

case simply define g(x,y,z) = (h(x,y),-z). Observe that the first

homeomorphism can be viewed as a reflection across the yz-plane,

followed by an orientation preserving map; while the second homeo-

morphism is the composition of a reflection across the yz-plane, an

orientation preserving homeomorphism, and a reflection across the xy-plane.

2. Related questions . Research in the area of planar fixed point theory

continues to be quite active. We state two unsolved problems which are

closely related to the counterexample presented in Chapter II. Let h

2
be an orientation reversing homeomorphism of E onto itself having the

property that the orbit of every point is bounded. Define h to be

•13-
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bounded at p if there exists an open set U containing p such that the

orbit of U is bounded. Let D be the set of all points p such that h

2
is bounded at p. Observe that D is open in E . To see that D is dense

2 2
in E , let F = E -D, and suppose that F contains some open set U. Define

F = {p e F : the orbit of p is contained in B },

2
°°

where B = {p e E : Ipl < n}. Since each F is closed and F = U , F .

n ' '
— n n= I n

the Baire Category Theorem implies that some F contains an open set W.

Therefore, since h is bounded at every point in W, we obtain the

contradiction that W is in D as well as F.

In the example we give,D has infinitely many components. The

question as to whether D can have finitely many components without h

having a fixed point remains unsolved. Even when D has just two

components, the answer to this question is not known.

Another question of a similar nature can be phrased as follows:

if h is a continuous function on E with the property that the positive

orbit of every bounded set is bounded, then does h have a fixed point?

As mentioned in Section 2 of Chapter I, when h is a homeomorphism,

this question can be answered in the affirmative.

This problem was communicated to me by Professor R. Dan Mauldin.
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• . 2n,

FIGURE 1

A fixed point free homeomorphism with some bounded orbits
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h (s.
3)0 )

FIGURE 2

A counterexample to the Bounded Orbit Conjecture
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1,3/4

FIGURE 3 . , ,

Map of h on region between h (A) and h (A)
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,3/4

k+1 ,2/3

'<+T,l/2

k, 1/4

FIGURE 4

Map of h on region between A. ,,. and A, , ,

?
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